
2015-02-02 Standup Meeting Notes

Date

02 Feb 2015

Discussion items

Who Monday - Planned Friday - worked on

Rui
Virtual Host
SDMS standard names

Finished sprint tasks: v host and rabbit MQ notation - w/ integration testing
End of sprint meeting - more things to do
preparing vm image for polyglot and ss 
Blue Waters tickets
No earthcube work but talked to Mostafa

Edgar
MSC extractor using DFDL
HMM work

MSC extractor - solution working (two-steps); excel to csv to xml.
MSC normalizing data effects HMM? no affect

Rob
RabbitMQ sprint
SEAD spaces and testing
DTS-dev, DAP-dev rename

renames done
rabbitmq sprint finished
2 pecan migrations
SEAD sprint testing and text

Dave
BD Monthly report
HR & Finance
MWRD mtg
BD survey

Finance and HR
AMD mtg on
MWRD meeting
BD monthly

Marcus
Speech to text extractor
google route using medici
GLTG

greenness for routes: images into medici; google map image into medici dataset
gltg little fixes before and after meeting michael; usgs data changes bugs;
aiming for gltg end-of-month deadline

Michal
Admin tool
memory leak

 

Smruti
BD status endpoints
work with Inna to review pull 
requests

bd sprint tasks
updated chrome extension
reviewing inna's pull request

Gene
API tests
Data sets for tests

datasets tests ready - pull request ready today
user-admin test cases for API tests done.
work with Mario this afternoon

Liana
BD sprint
River extractor
(some days off)

 

Luigi
SEAD sprint for spaces
JSONLD
EC book chapter

spaces basic functionality
JSONLD in medici for bd
thinking about future sprints



Jason
Jira one-on-one requests 

NDS
PA for clowder - end of spring/early summer
CAP

Kenton
Sprint tasks
Melchi text
Tools catalog

Interviews
polyglot bugs
BD sprint
comp-pol
tools catalog

Brock
about page
regions collections in geodashboard
(wed out in afternoon)

Custom accordian items - for czo and gltg
Michael re: gltg ui changes
gltg JIRA updates

Mario  
Finished task - collection creating same as datasets
Check for data set title – 
Bug fixes
Talked with Kenton

Inna  
vacation days

Jong  
CyberSEES flow table editor; Chris finishing
worked with other cybersees teams re: GIS 
prepare for student ergo - could become a task
proposals
responding to proposal clarifications
SEAD sprint

Sandeep  
filtering person tracking 
BD extractor - going well
LSVA today - medici running on gordon

Chris  
Workshop remotely
flow editor ; refactoring/cleanup on code; now on git
MSR - Fernando bug: rest API classes not instantiated by guice (workaround in place for 
now...)
Ergo - deserialization broken after renaming; working with student prep (will be in town 
Monday
? - default bining - smart bining; geostream bug: seasonal bining

Action items
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